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OverviewOverview
Fascinating and valuable comparisons and Fascinating and valuable comparisons and 
contrasts of Great Depression with recent contrasts of Great Depression with recent 
international crisesinternational crises
–– Important lessons of historyImportant lessons of history
–– Irving Fisher, debt deflation, and liability Irving Fisher, debt deflation, and liability 

dollarizationdollarization
–– > One more parallel with debt repudiation > One more parallel with debt repudiation 

from 1930s, the sofrom 1930s, the so--called “gold clause”called “gold clause”
Have these lessons been learned to Have these lessons been learned to 
reduce financial vulnerabilities and to reduce financial vulnerabilities and to 
make sudden stop a thing of the past?make sudden stop a thing of the past?
–– Importance of growth of local currency debt Importance of growth of local currency debt 

marketsmarkets



Debt Overhang and Debt DeflationDebt Overhang and Debt Deflation

Much theoretical work has focused on the Much theoretical work has focused on the 
importance of debt overhang, debt deflation, importance of debt overhang, debt deflation, 
financial distress, and bankruptcy costs, for financial distress, and bankruptcy costs, for 
both firm and macroeconomic performance:both firm and macroeconomic performance:

–– debt overhang leading to underinvestment at debt overhang leading to underinvestment at 
the firm levelthe firm level

–– debt overhang also can distort incentives to debt overhang also can distort incentives to 
adopt excessively risky projectsadopt excessively risky projects

–– distorted investment incentives may exist distorted investment incentives may exist 
even if debt can be renegotiatedeven if debt can be renegotiated





Gold Clause Abrogation in US in 1930sGold Clause Abrogation in US in 1930s

Gold clauses were effectively provisions indexing the Gold clauses were effectively provisions indexing the 
principal and interest payments of longprincipal and interest payments of long--terms debt to terms debt to 
the price of gold.the price of gold.

The clause defined repayment obligation in gold coin The clause defined repayment obligation in gold coin 
or the equivalent based on weight and fineness of or the equivalent based on weight and fineness of 
gold coin at the time the contract was signed.gold coin at the time the contract was signed.

Important parallels to issuing domestic debt Important parallels to issuing domestic debt 
obligations in a foreign currency (e.g., Asia and Latin obligations in a foreign currency (e.g., Asia and Latin 
America in 1990s)America in 1990s)



Departure from Gold and the Role ofDeparture from Gold and the Role of
the Gold Clause during the 1930sthe Gold Clause during the 1930s

Beginning in midBeginning in mid--April 1933, dollar falls sharply in April 1933, dollar falls sharply in 
terms of gold (see Chart 1)terms of gold (see Chart 1)

Officially devalued by 69 percent to $35 per ounce Officially devalued by 69 percent to $35 per ounce 
(from $20.67) in January 1934 and pegged at that (from $20.67) in January 1934 and pegged at that 
rate thereafter.rate thereafter.

Roughly $100 billion of $168 billion of debt (both Roughly $100 billion of $168 billion of debt (both 
public and private) contained the clause, thereby public and private) contained the clause, thereby 
raising the debt burden by $69 billionraising the debt burden by $69 billion

GDP in 1933 was $57 billionGDP in 1933 was $57 billion

==> Solution: Abrogation through a Resolution of ==> Solution: Abrogation through a Resolution of 
Congress.Congress.







Examine Asset Price Responses to Examine Asset Price Responses to 
Supreme Court Decision (Kroszner 2004)Supreme Court Decision (Kroszner 2004)

Argument before the Supreme Court January Argument before the Supreme Court January 
88--11, 1935 receives widespread front page 11, 1935 receives widespread front page 
coveragecoverage

“Bombshell” of question from Chief Justice to “Bombshell” of question from Chief Justice to 
the Attorney General on January 10 and the Attorney General on January 10 and 
expectations of government winning declineexpectations of government winning decline

NY Times page 1 headline 2/18/35: NY Times page 1 headline 2/18/35: 

“Capital Tense, Expects Decision on Gold “Capital Tense, Expects Decision on Gold 
Today....Leaders are Confident But There Is Today....Leaders are Confident But There Is 
No Indication of What the Supreme Court Will No Indication of What the Supreme Court Will 
Decide.”Decide.”
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* Firms that are closer to distress, that is, firms with lower debt ratings and 
higher leverage, experience a greater increase in their equity and bond prices 
than do other firms upon announcement of relief. 

 

  

Asset Prices Changes upon the Supreme Court Announcement 
Permitting Abrogation of the Gold Clause, February 18, 1935, 
consistent with High Distress Costs and Debt-Deflation Costs



Implications for PesoImplications for Peso--ficationfication

Potential benefits of sharp, clean break Potential benefits of sharp, clean break 
and systemand system--wide restructuringwide restructuring

PesoPeso--ficationfication similar to abrogation of gold similar to abrogation of gold 
clauseclause
–– But “asymmetric” attempt at redistribution is But “asymmetric” attempt at redistribution is 

the opposite of clean and systemthe opposite of clean and system--widewide
Caused massive disruption in ArgentinaCaused massive disruption in Argentina



Have Sudden Stops Stopped?  Have Sudden Stops Stopped?  
Improvements Since Previous CrisesImprovements Since Previous Crises

Increased issuance of local currency debt, Increased issuance of local currency debt, 
reducing liability reducing liability dollarizationdollarization, hence the , hence the 
problems of problems of FisherianFisherian debt overhangdebt overhang
More flexible exchange rate regimesMore flexible exchange rate regimes
Better informationBetter information
Current account surpluses that reduce Current account surpluses that reduce 
dependence on foreign financingdependence on foreign financing
More selfMore self--insurance (opposite of concerns insurance (opposite of concerns 
about moral hazard of IMF “bail outs”)about moral hazard of IMF “bail outs”)



Increased Issuance of Local Increased Issuance of Local 
Currency FixedCurrency Fixed--Rate DebtRate Debt

Local currency fixed rate debt has become Local currency fixed rate debt has become 
common (perhaps original sin was not so common (perhaps original sin was not so 
original)original)

Yield curves exist where they didn’t beforeYield curves exist where they didn’t before

Real long rates relatively low and generally Real long rates relatively low and generally 
declining over last few yearsdeclining over last few years

Global “conundrum” of flat yield curves with low Global “conundrum” of flat yield curves with low 
real and nominal long ratesreal and nominal long rates





Yield Curve Yield Curve –– Korea Treasury BondKorea Treasury Bond
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Why global “conundrum”?Why global “conundrum”?

Global savings glut explains real long rates Global savings glut explains real long rates 
being lowerbeing lower

But nominal rates also lowBut nominal rates also low
–– Lower inflation outcomesLower inflation outcomes

Worst performers not nearly as bad as earlier (see Worst performers not nearly as bad as earlier (see 
Kroszner 2003)Kroszner 2003)

–– Lower inflation expectations from Consensus Lower inflation expectations from Consensus 
Economics surveys Economics surveys 

–– > Greater central bank credibility> Greater central bank credibility



Why Greater Credibility?Why Greater Credibility?
Key is a change in the ability and Key is a change in the ability and 
incentives of a government to pursue a incentives of a government to pursue a 
high inflation policyhigh inflation policy

Four Factors driving this change:Four Factors driving this change:
–– 1) Financial innovation and physical 1) Financial innovation and physical 

dollarizationdollarization increasing “currency competition”increasing “currency competition”
–– 2) Deregulation and greater global 2) Deregulation and greater global 

competitioncompetition
–– 3) Greater awareness of costs of inflation3) Greater awareness of costs of inflation
–– 4) Changes in central bank institutions4) Changes in central bank institutions



Concluding Assessment of Policy Concluding Assessment of Policy 
Implications and IssuesImplications and Issues

Global PoliciesGlobal Policies
Greater trade and capital openness fosters the Greater trade and capital openness fosters the 
competitive pressures that alter costcompetitive pressures that alter cost--benefit benefit 
tradetrade--offs to pursuing a high inflation policy offs to pursuing a high inflation policy 
Fixed exchange rates were once promoted as Fixed exchange rates were once promoted as 
an effective means of enhancing monetary an effective means of enhancing monetary 
policy credibility but recent experience not policy credibility but recent experience not 
consistent with thisconsistent with this
–– “De“De--dollarizationdollarization” and more flexible regimes ” and more flexible regimes 

working reasonably in a globally competitive working reasonably in a globally competitive 
environmentenvironment



Concluding Assessment of Policy Concluding Assessment of Policy 
Implications and IssuesImplications and Issues

Domestic PoliciesDomestic Policies
Benefits of longerBenefits of longer--term and more local currency term and more local currency 
borrowing, including possibly greater ability to do borrowing, including possibly greater ability to do 
long horizon planning by both the private and public long horizon planning by both the private and public 
sectors as well as greater growth associated with sectors as well as greater growth associated with 
deeper local financial marketsdeeper local financial markets
Value of maintaining credible and sound fiscal and Value of maintaining credible and sound fiscal and 
monetary policymonetary policy
Perhaps excessive selfPerhaps excessive self--insurance?insurance?
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